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QUESTION 1

Which is a difference between an OSGI bundle and a Java package? 

A. None. You can install and activate any java package in an OSGI container 

B. A jar file cannot be inside an OSGI Bundle 

C. The bundle contains extra metadata defined in a MANIFEST.MF file 

D. The bundle package structure is completely different than the one of a .jar file 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You are working with two components: Component A and Component B. Component B has a slightly different behavior
than component A. What is the best way to reuse the default script of component A in component B? 

A. Set a property in component B called sling:resourceSuperType with the path to component A and omit the default
script in component B 

B. Set a property in component B called sling:resourceSuperType with the path to component A and create an empty
default script in component B 

C. Set a property in component B called sling:resourceSuperType with the path to component A and include the default
script of component A in the default script in component B 

D. Copy the default script from component A into component B 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You want to override an OSGi component configuration in CRX. What happens if you do NOT specify a property in the
CRX configuration that is required by the component? 

A. It will use the default configuration for the unspecified property. 

B. You will get an exception when the component script tries to access the property. 

C. The complete CRX configuration will be ignored and the Felix Console configuration will be used instead. 

D. CRX will not let you save the configuration node until you define all the required parameters for that component. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which flag should you set when you configure the mod_rewrite rules of the Apache Web server when you are including
the CQ Dispatcher module? 

A. \\'G\\' flag to force the server to return a 410 Gone status with the response. 

B. `PT\\' flag to send the original request through to processing pipeline for the Dispatcher to respond. 

C. \\'R\\' flag to force all the requests to be redirected to the location specified in the rewrite rule. 

D. \\'T\\' flag to set the MIME type for all the HTTP responses. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

How do you specify dependencies for your CQ HTML client library? 

A. Add a multivalue property called dependencies to the client library root node, containing the value of the dependent
client libraries\\' categories. 

B. In the js.txt file specify the path to the client library folder where the dependent files are located. 

C. Add a multivalue property called dependencies to the template definition containing the value of the dependent client
libraries root path. 

D. Specify the dependencies as path attributes in the tag. 

Correct Answer: A 
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